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Chairperson’s Message
Our first strategic objective is to facilitate

At the end of 2016/17 the Scottish

in Fort William through the GFG Alliance

the provision of high quality affordable

Government grant funded the Association to

(Liberty British Aluminium) expansion with the

housing solutions throughout Lochaber.

acquire a substantial site at Upper Achintore

associated expected inward migration to the

This objective deliberately uses “facilitate”

in Fort William. Following an options

area. We are assured that these new homes

in order to make it clear that we will not only

appraisal, the Association’s Board agreed to

are desperately needed infrastructure for our

engage in the supply of affordable housing

enter in to a partnership with the Link Group

economy and agree that even more needs

directly: our mantra is housing supply

who will develop 360 affordable homes on

to be done to address the long standing

through partnership. At the heart of this

the site which Lochaber HA will provide

housing need throughout Lochaber.

partnership approach is our Development

management and maintenance services for.

Services Agreement with the Highland

160 of the new homes will be offered to the

Small Communities Housing Trust, whose

general public as mid-market rent or shared

support and guidance is so important.

equity. Discussions in connection with these

This partnership has now delivered 49 new

arrangements are at an advanced stage, and

affordable homes, with a further 29 on site.

it is anticipated that Link HA will begin to

We are confident that our work with the

build out the first phase of the development

HSCHT will continue to look at progressive

by the spring of 2019.

and innovative approaches to meeting
the housing and associated needs of our
communities and in maintaining flexibility
within an ever-changing environment.
Consequently, our fully funded development
programme to 2023 is anticipated to deliver a
further 113 affordable homes.
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Our positive approach to new build
development is in part due to the
rationalisation of our loan portfolio with
Nationwide Building Society in to one
consolidated loan during the year. This has
enabled the release of security to support
our development proposals. The Board also
put in place a range of development policies,

This proposal, coupled with the Association’s

including a Development Strategy and a

own new build development plans, will mean

Development Risk Policy. Our expanded

that we will grow by over 50% during the

development activity has, however, been

next 5 years. This is a timely expansion

noted by the Scottish Housing Regulator and,

of service provision, given the Scottish

as a consequence, we were advised in March

Government’s targets, but also taking in to

2018 that our level of engagement with the

account the economic development activity

Regulator was increased to medium. We
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welcome this development; our third strategic

I would like to take this opportunity to thank

objective states that we will ensure that we

my colleague Board members for their hard

manage and govern our affairs effectively

work and commitment in what has been

and prudently and in doing so will operate

another successful year, and to thank the

accountably and openly in all that we do;

staff too for their invaluable experience

strategic objective 4 is that we will ensure

and skills. And, of course, I would like to

that our financial management and planning

acknowledge with gratitude the support

will deliver medium and long term financial

and assistance readily given to us by our

viability. Within this context, therefore, the

colleagues at the Scottish Government and

Regulator’s increased level of engagement

the Highland Council.

will support the delivery of these objectives.

Finally to you our tenants – I ask that you

During the year the Board has also

consider how you can assist our efforts in

concerned itself with another of the risks

the future? Have you considered becoming

that the Association needs to manage,

a member of LHA? Have you considered

namely, the risk presented through the full

joining the board? We have a small but

roll out of Universal Credit in Lochaber. As

effective tenant organisation called Your

a consequence, the Board has scrutinised

Voice – could you consider assisting that

rent arrears and bad debt closely and has

team make sure that tenants are heard and

made provisions for these going forward in

fully represented?

our Business Plan. We also took the decision
to make the post of Housing Services Co-

Thank you one and all.

ordinator full-time with a view to conducting
a further review of resources in housing
management during 2018/19.
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Comparing Our Performance ...

Comparisons ...

In 2016 / 17, we asked our tenants’ forum Your Voice what they’d
like to see in our performance report, and they asked us to
concentrate on how we perform. We have continued this format
for 2017 / 18, comparing how we performed in the past – but also
to compare ourselves with others, too.

The other social landlords we have chosen to compare ourselves with are
the other housing associations based in the Highlands and Islands, as well
as The Highland Council. They are:

In this report, therefore, you’ll see:
how we performed this year, compared to how we did in the
previous three years, and
how we did in 2017 / 18, compared to how others did.

Albyn Housing Society
Cairn Housing Association
Hebridean Housing Partnership
Hjaltland Housing Association
Orkney Housing Association
Lochalsh and Skye Housing Association
The Highland Council, and
West Highland Housing Association.

In most of the sections that follow, you’ll therefore see:
our performance for 2017 / 18.
our performance trend – based on our average performance over
the past four years.
the peer group average for 2017 / 18, to enable you to see how we
compared last year with how the peer group performed.
a visual indication of our performance: whether it’s gone up,
down, or remained the same.
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1 How We Are Doing
Your Voice is a group of tenants who work
with Lochaber Housing Association to
review and improve the services it provides
through participating in decision-making
processes scrutinising performance and
through our Scrutiny subgroup looking at
how we provide our services. The report
that follows has been produced by this
partnership of the Association and its
tenants, and is the fifth of its kind required
under the Scottish Social Housing Charter.
The Charter is a set of standards and
outcomes set by the Scottish Government
which all social landlords should aim to
achieve. The Your Voice partnership is
providing the information in this publication
to all tenants about how well the
Association is performing against a range
of key indicators that are relevant and, we
hope, interesting to tenants of Lochaber
Housing Association.

Your Voice is keen to know what you think
about the style and content of our report
– so we would ask you to complete the
enclosed questionnaire and return it in the
free post envelope we have provided. All
completed and received questionnaires
will be entered into a prize draw, with the
winner receiving £50 in gift vouchers for a
local outlet.
More information on the Scottish Social
Housing Charter can be found at http://
housingcharter.scotland.gov.uk If you
would like any further information in
connection with the role of the Scottish
Housing regulator and the Charter, and to
see how well Scottish social landlords are
performing, you should visit http://www.
scottishhousingregulator.gov.uk
For more information on Your Voice, please
turn to page 17.

Garden Competition Entry
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2 About Us
Lochaber Housing Association is a
Scottish Charity (SCO 30951), registered
as a Society under the Co-operative
and Community Benefits Act 2014, and
is registered with The Scottish Housing
Regulator (Registered Social Landlord No.
151). The Association was established
in 1988. Since our inception, we
have provided over 700 new housing
opportunities for rent and low-cost home
ownership. We also factor 222 other
properties.
Our Mission Statement reads: “we will

facilitate the provision and maintenance
of good quality, truly affordable housing
opportunities and services for our
customers in their preferred communities,
thereby helping to sustain and develop
thriving communities throughout
Lochaber”.
The Association also operates and
provides services through two subsidiary
companies: Lochaber Care and Repair
Ltd., and LHA Property Services CIC.
Information on both companies can be
found on pages 20 and 22.

Responsibility for running the Association
lies with a voluntary Board of Management,
which is elected from a board membership
of local people drawn from a diverse range
of backgrounds. The Board is responsible
for providing strategic leadership and
direction for the Association, and leads
in the planning, governance, monitoring
and control of the delivery of services
to our tenants and service users. The
Board works closely with an executive
management team to achieve these aims.

Lochyside Development
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3 Our Rents & Finances
During the year we consulted our tenants on proposed rent
increase options, supplying information on the impact of the
implementation of each option. Our tenants’ views, along with
the rent increases being considered by our peer group, were
considered by our Board of Management who subsequently
approved a reduced level of rent increase at 4% for 2018/19.
(Peer group average of 4.2%)

HOW DO WE COMPARE WITH OTHERS?
When asked 78.4% of tenants who had responded to our 3 year survey stated
that the accommodation and services provided by Lochaber Housing Association
represented value for money.
The peer group average, was 80%. We performed below our peer group average,
and were fifth out of eight in the group.

Our average weekly rent is £84.93 which is higher than our
peer group average of £80.79.

VERY POUND IS SPENT AS FOLLOWS

1p

Overhead Costs - eg office costs, travel, audit fees
Staff Costs - eg salaries, travel, training
Property Repairs - eg painting, electrical tests, blocked toilets

12p

14p

Property Improvements - eg kitchens, bathrooms

3p

Loan payments - capital and interest on loans for building properties

14p
24p

Depreciation - all components of each property have a useful economic life and
get depreciated over this period
Care & Repair - contribution to Lochaber Care & Repair

17p
15p

8

Service costs - landscaping, garden aid, fly tipping

Bad debts also form part of the picture, but as they are so low (0.004% of the
total) they are too small to feature in the pie-chart.

Taken together, work done on people’s homes (property repairs and property improvements
– 29p in every £1) accounts for the biggest amount spent.
Lochaber Housing Association | Annual Report | 2018

Chief Executive Blair Allan &
Head of Housing & Corporate Services Margaret Moynihan
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4 Empty Homes
Making sure homes are let as quickly as possible is important for
our income, and for meeting the needs of people on the housing
register – so we do our best to ensure properties lie empty for as
short a time as possible.

By law, we must also produce an Energy Performance Certificate
before we can give the keys to a new tenant.
In 2017/18 we dealt with 53 empty properties, compared to:
41 in 2016/17

As soon as a tenant notifies us in writing that they are moving
out, we begin the process of re-allocating that property, using
the Highland Housing Register. In that way, we can have a new
tenant moving in as soon as their home is ready.

52 in 2015/16
25 in 2014/15

Our target for getting a property ready for a new tenant is 14 days.
This gives us time to inspect the property, organise and carry out
repairs, as well as check the gas and electrical fittings.
HOW QUICKLY DO WE RE-LET EMPTY HOMES?

HOW MUCH RENT DO WE LOSE THROUGH EMPTY HOMES

Our performance for 2017/18 was 9 days.

Our performance for 2017/18 was 0.27%.

Average time to re-let properties (in days)

Rent lost through empty homes, as a percentage of rental income

2014/15:

7

2014/15:

0.10

2015/16:

10

2015/16:

0.22

2016/17:

10

2016/17:

0.20

2017/18:

9

2017/18:

0.27

The peer group average was 16.26 days. We performed better than the peer group average,
and were third out of eight in the group.
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The peer group average is 0.59%. We performed better than the peer group average, and were
second out of eight.
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5 Rent Arrears
Sometimes tenants have difficulty paying
their rent, and they fall into arrears. While
LHA will work with tenants in helping them
to pay off their arrears, as a last resort we
will take court action against the tenant
and apply for an eviction.
The Association was owed just over
£121,607 in rent arrears at the end of the
financial year.
This amount would have allowed the
following to be paid for:

The main focus for the schemes has been:
income maximisation, including
benefits advice.
debt management.
We continue to work with our tenants in
assisting them to maximise their income,
and ensure that their rent is paid.
GROSS RENT ARREARS, AS A
PERCENTAGE OF RENT DUE

17 new heating systems.
During 2017/18, the Association’s Housing
Management team have continued to work
closely with Lochaber CAB, under the
Scottish Legal Aid Board scheme Making
Advice Work, and the Big Lottery Fund
scheme Money Matters Highland.

2014/15 - 28

2016/17 - 27

2015/16 - 26

2017/18 - 21

Legal action: total number of court actions
initiated
2014/15 - 9

2016/17 - 11

2015/16 - 5

2017/18 - 9

Legal action: number of properties recovered for
non-payment of rent

Our performance for 2017/18 was 4.31%.

30 new bathrooms, or
21 new kitchens, or

Legal action: number of notices of proceedings
issued

2014/15

3.82

2014/15 - 0

2016/17 - 2

2015/16

3.93

2015/16 - 2

2017/18 - 1

2016/17

4.08

2017/18

4.31

The peer group average was 4.17%. We didn’t
perform better than the peer group average,
and were fourth out of eight in the group.

Whilst Universal Credit poses a
challenge for all Social Landlords, the
Association will be looking to ensure
that early intervention is prioritised but
will ensure where appropriate that legal
options are used.

67 tenants were referred to the
Money Advice team at Lochaber
CAB in 2017/18.
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6 Complaints
At Lochaber Housing Association we
regret that we don’t always get it right.
The information adjacent details our
performance when handling complaints
We have invested in a new complaints
handling system and staff have
undertaken additional training to ensure
our tenants receive the best possible
service.
We believe that this investment will
improve customer service and customer
satisfaction. Handled well, complaints
can also remedy situations for our
customers when things go wrong, and
can also help us to continually improve
our services. Resolving complaints
early saves money, creates better
customer relations, and enhances
public perceptions of Lochaber Housing
Association.
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TYPE OF COMPLAINTS
RECEIVED IN 2017/18

Total number of complaints
2014/15

36

2015/16

23

2016/17

37

2017/18

34

% of cases upheld
2014/15

44

2015/16

30

2016/17

46

2017/18

76

18%

30%

41%

11%

Contractor

Estate
Management

Property
Management

Client
Management

% of all cases responded to within
timescales
2014/15

89

2015/16

83

2016/17

83

2017/18

88
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AGM Audiance 2017
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7 Maintenance
We carry out day-to-day repairs and improvements through
our planned and cyclical maintenance programmes.
During 2017/18, Lochaber Housing Association Property Services
(LHAPS) carried out our planned and cyclical maintenance
programme. A total of just under £600,000 was spent during the
year on improvements such as:
26 new kitchens in Caol, Mallaig, Kinlochleven, Fort William
26 new bathrooms in Fort William
21 new heating systems in Ballachulish, Mallaig, Lochaline,
Fort William

EMERGENCY REPAIRS

Average length of time taken to complete emergency repairs (in hours)
Our performance for 2017/18 was 3.71 hours.
2014/15:

4.82

2015/16:

4.70

2016/17:

4.19

2017/18:

3.71

The peer group average was 3.86 hours. We performed better than the peer
group average, and were sixth out of eight in the group.

£21,000 spent on new fencing in Plantation and Acharacle
£82,000 spend on replacement external doors and windows
in various locations
Painting of properties in Glenuig, Ardgour, Inverlochy
148 stock condition surveys
With a further £683,000 on repairs

NON-EMERGENCY REPAIRS

Average length of time taken to complete non-emergency repairs (in days)
Our performance for 2017/18 was 4.29 days.
2014/15:

6.44

Adaptations

2015/16:

5.15

14 adaptations carried out including:

2016/17:

5.89

A Level access shower

2017/18:

4.29

External handrails

The peer group average was 5.24 days. We performed better than the peer group
average, and were third out of eight in the group.

14
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7 Maintenance cont’d
Very happy with the polite joiner and the door works much
better.

HOW MANY OF OUR REPAIRS WERE COMPLETED RIGHT FIRST
TIME?

Lovely guys.

Our performance for 2017/18 was 95.63%.
2014/15:

95.15

2015/16:

97.57

2016/17:

96.02

2017/18:

95.63

The peer group average, was 93.24%. We performed better than the peer group
average, and were fourth out of eight in the group.

Wants to make it known how helpful and polite all the
guys are and how helpful and friendly the people in the
maintenance office are as well.
Toilet working perfectly now. Great service as usual.
Guys were brilliant. Girls in the office were brilliant. Can’t
believe how quickly everything was done. Great service.
No problems at all.

DO OUR HOMES MEET THE SCOTTISH HOUSING QUALITY
STANDARD (SHQS)?
Our performance for 2017/18 was 97.62%
2014/15:

96.41

2015/16:

98.44

2016/17:

95.81

2017/18:

97.62

The peer group average was 94.15 %. We performed better than the peer group
average, and were fourth out of eight in the group.
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8 Anti-social Behaviour
Anti-social behaviour is behaviour which
causes, or is likely to cause, people alarm
or distress.
In an ideal world, everyone would
get along with their neighbours.
Unfortunately, this is not always the case,
and we do receive complaints about antisocial behaviour. We take these reports

Number of reports of anti-social
behaviour over the last 4 years:

very seriously. The majority of cases are
resolved at an early stage, by getting
neighbours to talk to each other – either on
their own, or through their Housing Officer,
or through a relevant agency.

anti-social behaviour throughout Lochaber.
All 14 cases reported in 2017/18 were
investigated and responded to within our
agreed timescales. LHA’s timescales were
agreed by our Your Voice tenants’ group.

LHA’s Housing Management Team
continues to work closely with tenants and
other customers to help tackle issues of

HOW DO WE COMPARE WITH OTHERS?

What percentage of anti-social behaviour cases reported in the last year were resolved within locally-agreed targets?

2014/15

38

2015/16

29

2016/17

13

2017/18

14

Our performance for 2017/18 is 100%.
The peer group average, which was 80.36%.
We performed better than the peer group average, and were first out of eight in the group.

What are our local agreed targets?

16

Category

Description of Antisocial behaviour

Target timescale

Category 1

Minor breach of tenancy

10 days

Category 2

Serious/persistent nuisance

5 days

Category 3

Severe Anti-Social behaviour (e.g. where police are involved)

2 days
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9 Tenant Participation and “Your Voice”
LHA’s tenants’ forum is called Your Voice. It is the main way for
tenants to shape and influence the Association’s work, and to take
part in decisions that affect them. 2017-18 proved to be another
very productive and exciting year for the Association’s Your Voice
tenant and staff partnership group.
In June members attended the TPAS value for money event
along with reviews of the ARC, tenant scrutiny and an update
on the Housing (Scotland) Act 2014 and the implications
this will bring to tenancy management from November
2018. We continue to encourage tenant involvement and
provide opportunity for tenants to look at what we do and
offer direct participation in the process, welcoming valuable
comments about how they viewed it, and the standards
they expect. The input of the group continues to have a
direct influence in changing our policy and procedures.
We are excited and looking forward to developing this
further in 2018/19 as we develop the group and our tenant
scrutiny whilst working towards TPAS accreditation.
Membership of the partnership group continues to grow,
and any Association tenant can join. 77 tenants have
now registered their interest in Your Voice, which will allow
them to participate and help the Association review and
improve its services. We also have a dedicated group of
tenants willing to undertake some tenant scrutiny work
which we will report in the Tenant Talk 2019.

YOUR VOICE DIARY OF ME

ETINGS AND EVENTS DU

RING 2017-18

1-2
JUNE

p TPAS Scotland Hou
sing

7
JUNE

p Your Voice Meeting
- disc

15
JUNE

p Value For Money Eve
nt

27
SEPTEMBER

p Your Voice Meeting
- disc

3-5
NOVEMBER

Professional’s Conference,

Dundee

ussing new estate managem

ent service

held by TPAS Scotland,
ussing estate managem

Inverness
ent policy and procedur
es

p TPAS Scotland Ann
ual Tenants Confere

nce 2017 & National Goo

20-21
NOVEMBER

p Scottish Housing Netw
ork

11
DECEMBER

p Your Voice Meeting
- rent

16
FEBRUARY 18

p Scrutiny Event, Inve
rness

16
MARCH 18

p After The Act 2014
Eve

ARC 2016/2017 Rev

d Practice Awards

iew

review consultation

nt
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9 Tenant Participation and “Your Voice” cont’d
Your Voice are actively looking for more
tenants to become members. If you are
interested in finding out more or would
like to come along as a guest to one of
our meetings please contact out Housing
Management team on 01397 702530 or
visit us at Lochaber Housing Association
101 High Street, Fort William, or by email
at info@lochaberhousing.org.uk
LHA will be conducting its satisfaction
survey during 2018/19 which will be
reported in the 2019 Tenant Talk. This will
include telephone surveys along with visits
to tenants to obtain valuable feedback
on the services we provide with the
information used in our annual report on
the Tenant Charter reported to the Scottish
Housing Regulator. We look forward to
speaking to tenants and listening to your
valuable feedback from the annual survey
process, along with our localised focus
groups to provide information. We will also
continue to work in partnership with our
‘Your Voice’ and Tenant Scrutiny Group
to help feedback on the services and
suggestions for improvement.
18

ARE TENANTS SATISFIED WITH THEIR OPPORTUNITIES TO PARTICIPATE?
Percentage of people satisfied with opportunities to participate
Our performance for 2017/18 was 82%.
2014/15:

79

2015/16:

83

2016/17:

82

2017/18:

82

The peer group average was 74.2%. We performed better than the peer group average, and were third out of eight
in the group.

ARE TENANTS SATISFIED WITH THE WAY THEY ARE KEPT INFORMED?
Percentage of people satisfied with the way they are kept informed
Our performance for 2017/18 was 89%.
2014/15:

89

2015/16:

89

2016/17:

89

2017/18:

89

The peer group average was 86.73%. We performed better than the peer group average, and were fourth out of
eight in the peer group.
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10 Satisfaction
We are pledged to provide a
comprehensive, efficient, and costeffective service to our tenants. We
collect information on an ongoing basis, to
tell us how satisfied customers are with our
service.
Satisfaction on moving in
When new tenants are signed up by
their Housing officer at the property, they
are asked to comment on and provide
feedback on the condition of the property:

SATISFACTION ON MOVING IN
“Thinking about when you moved in, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the general
state of repair and the cleanliness and tidiness of your home?”
2014/15: 25 new tenants were surveyed. 100% were satisfied with the standard of their new home.
2015/16: 52 new tenants were surveyed. 98.08% were satisfied with the standard of their new home.
2016/17: 56 new tenants were surveyed. 100% were satisfied with the standard of their new home.
2017/18: 56 new tenants were surveyed. 94.87% were satisfied with the standard of their new home.
The peer group average was 88.7%. We performed better than the peer group average, and were second out of
eight in the group.

SATISFACTION WITH THE REPAIRS SERVICE
“Thinking about the last time you had repairs carried out, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you
with the repairs service provided by Lochaber Housing Association?”
Our performance for 2017/18 was 93.3%.
2014/15:

93.6

2015/16:

93.6

2016/17:

87.0

2017/18:

93.3

The peer group average was 92.6%. We performed better than the peer group average, and were fifth out of eight
in the group.
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11 LHA Property Services
Our subsidiary company has had a solid
year, supporting the maintenance of both
the Association’s properties and our
Lochaber 365 clients. The introduction
of membership fees for Lochaber 365
has allowed a revised approach on how
we can support those owner occupiers
who previously were unable to access the
services they required.
We continue to invest in the young people
of Lochaber with a further 3 building
trade apprenticeship created. During the
year our apprentice electrician and joiner
successfully completed their apprenticeships with both successfully finding work
in their relevant disciplines.
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Our last report introduced a revised
approach on how we manage our estate
management. A team of hard working and
dedicated individuals are carrying out the
usual groundworks – grass cutting, weed
killing etc. but as the team are working all
year round we are now able to focus on
enhancing areas throughout Lochaber.
We will be spending just under £700,000
making improvements to our tenants
homes which will include replacement
bathrooms, windows and heating systems.
A further £350,000 has been allocated to
fencing and path works, external painting,
electrical testing and the servicing of
existing heating system.

LHAPS Boards Members
Di Alexander
Hugh Donaldson
Robert McCover | Chairperson
May Tosh
Lynn Amos

LHAPS Staff
David MacPhee | Supervisor
Dave McAdam | Supervisor
Andrew Cameron | Electrician
John MacDonald | Electrician
Leigh Dunning | Electrician
David MacCallum | Joiner
David O’Hagan | Joiner
John McGarry | Joiner
Iain Brodie | Labourer
John Cameron | Labourer
Andre Macdonald | Plumber
Ryan Stewart | Plumber
Dougie Duncan | Painter
Steve MacDonald | Painter
Ian McInnes | Senior Grounds Caretaker
Andrew Patterson | Grounds Caretaker
Eilidh MacIntyre | Temp. Grounds Caretaker
Garry Whyte | Trainee - Grounds Caretaker
Mandy Shearer | Cleaning Operative
James Illingworth | Apprentice Electrician
Kyle MacKinnon | Apprentice Electrician
Andrew Hepburn | Apprentice Joiner
Dan Nixon | Apprentice Joiner
Angus Anderson | Apprentice Painter
Kale Lacey | Apprentice Plumber
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Tenants of the Association with senior staff
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12 Lochaber Care & Repair
During the year ending 31st March 2018,
Lochaber Care & Repair assisted 86 clients
to complete Adaptations and/or Repairs
to their properties with 49 people receiving
grant assistance through the Scottish
Government’s Scheme of Assistance. A
further 132 clients were assisted through
support and advice.

Handyperson
at work

The Handyperson service completed 6109
tasks for 2909 clients including Telecare.
The service continues to manage the
22

Community Aids and Equipment Service
on behalf of NHS Highland.
Our Dementia Enablement Project, funded
by the Life Changes Trust, which helps
people affected by dementia maintain
independent living in their own homes
for as long as possible was launched in
April 2016 and to date has worked with
145 clients throughout Lochaber. Clients
are referred from health professionals,
voluntary organisations or from family and
friends.
Home Safety Checks are undertaken
and measures put in place to allow the
client to be safe and independent in their
own homes. These measures can be
standard, eg dementia clocks, daylight
bulbs or can be bespoke depending on
the client’s needs. We also work with the
carers of people affected by dementia to
offer measures to make their lives easier.
Clients are visited several times to ensure
their needs are being met. Our Dementia
Enablement Service has been extended to
July 2019.

LCR Staff
John Angus MacDonald | Technical Officer
Patricia Archibald | P/T Admin Support
Chetna Grimshaw | P/T Admin Support
Ruth McCormick | P/T Admin Support
Robert Drain | Dementia Enablement Officer
Eleanor Brown | Dementia Administrator
Terry Connell | Handyperson
Hamish Corbett | Handyperson
Philippe de Bilot | Handyperson
Murdo Stewart | Temp. Handyperson
Duncan MacDonald | Handyperson Support Worker
Charis Snedddon | Business Admin. Modern App’
LCR Management
Committee Members
Thomas McLennan | Chairperson
Ken Johnston | Director
Jenni Hodgson | Director
Maurin MacDonald | Director
Ann Martin | Director
Jean Sinclair | Director
Alyson Smith | Director
Robert Thomson | Advisor
Marie Law | Advisor
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TYPE OF WORK CARRIED OUT

I cannot think of any improvements to this
service, prompt and very satisfactory work
carried out by all tradesmen and Care &
Repair.

Extremely satisfied with everything - best
service ever.
Great service. Wouldn’t have managed
alone.

The tick’s say it all!.

20%

16%

40%

16%

4%

2%

2%

Multiple
Adaptations

Property Access
(e.g. Ramps)

Level Access
Shower

Stairlifts

Toilet

Roof Repairs

Harling

HOW LOCHABER CARE & REPAIR HELPED THEIR CLIENTS?
15/16

16/17

17/18

WE CONTINUE TO SEE HIGH
LEVELS OF SATISFACTION
FROM OUR CLIENTS.
OUR SERVICES REACH CLIENTS
ACROSS THE WHOLE OF LOCHABER

16%

20%
Adaptations

23%

4%

3%
Repairs

1%

80%

67%

63%

Advice
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13 Lochaber Handyperson Services
TYPE OF WORK CARRIED OUT
I was very impressed at the very quick
response, I also felt very comfortable
and reassured about the equipment that
was delivered and the professional &
friendly attitude of the staff. I found this an
excellent, efficient and effective service.
Thanks!
Everything was delivered so promptly and
on each occasion the handyperson was
friendly and pleasant, and showed us how
to use everything. This is a great service
and we are so lucky to have it! Thanks.
10%

2%

8%

2%

4%

1%

64%

9%

Telecare

Domestic
Tasks /
General

Joinery

Electrical

Plumbing

Safety
Measures

Aids /
Equipment

Grab /
Handrails

15/16

16/17

PRIORITY OF JOBS

The boys were magic. Helpful, pleasant,
very tidy and a pleasure to have in our
home. Many, many thanks to you.
This is a very needed and useful service.
The people are polite and helpful, do a
decent job and leave the place clean and
tidy. Thank you very much.
Fantastic service and workmanship from
the lads, always polite and very, very tidy.

OUR CLIENTS FOR THE PAST 3
YEARS HAVE EXPESSED A HIGH
LEVEL OF SATISFACTION

17/18

WE CONTINUE TO COMPLETE
JOB WITHIN THE ALLOCATED
TIMESCALE
37%

30%
Very Urgent
(2 Days)
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30%

31%

36%
Urgent
(5 Days)

36%

27%

24%
High Priority
(10 Days)

24%

4%

9%

9%

Medium Priority
(20 Days)

1%

1%

1%

Low Priority
(25 Days)
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14 Building Homes
Completed Homes
There are over 600 households registered
on the Highland Housing Register (HHR)*
for housing in Lochaber. It is massively
important, therefore, that we contribute
as much as we can to alleviating this
housing need through the provision of
new affordable housing opportunities
throughout Lochaber.
During the year our development services
agency agreement with the Highlands
Small Communities Housing Trust (HSCHT)
has provided 33 new build homes - 29
for rent and 4 for shared equity. These
properties were completed and allocated
to households on the HHR in the following
places:

As at the end of 2017/18 we had a further
29 homes under development and on site
at the former Lochyside Primary School
in Fort William, in a joint project with the
Highland Council.
Pipeline Projects
We have a fully funded development
pipeline of 84 further new homes which
we anticipate developing between 2018
and 2023. These will be located in Spean
Bridge, Mallaig, Ballachulish, Glencoe,
Acharacle, Bunree and Fort William. We
are also investigating further potential
opportunities in Kinlochleven and Glenuig.

Partnership with Link HA
This partnership, which has been outlined
by the Chair in his Message at the
beginning of this publication, will deliver
over 360 affordable housing opportunities
at Upper Achintore in Fort William over the
next 4 to 5 years. These properties will be
developed and owned by Link HA and will
be managed and maintained by Lochaber
HA. This project represents a significant
investment in Fort William and will bring,
taking in to account our own pipeline
projects, some 50% growth in the numbers
of properties managed by the Association
by 2023.

Raasay Court, Fort William – 17
rented and 4 shared equity homes
Belhaven Drive, Fort William – 8
rented homes
Kirk Side, Duror – 4 rented homes

* The Highland Housing Register is a register for
people who are applying for social rented housing
in the highlands.
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15 LHA Board & Staff Members
Board Of Management

Staff Members

OFFICE BEARERS
Hugh Donaldson | Chair
Andrew Carr | Vice Chair
Stuart Reid | Treasurer
Alex Farquhar | Secretary

Blair Allan | Chief Executive
Margaret Moynihan | Head of Housing & Corporate Services
Sean Doherty | Head of Asset Management

BOARD MEMBERS
Di Alexander
Jenni Hodgson
Catriona Hunter
Lyn Kilpatrick
Jean Sinclair
Jacqui Wight
CO-OPTEE
Cllr Denis Rixon - August 2018

Dawn Callison | Corporate Services Officer (H&S)
Melody Robinson | Housing Officer
Sheena Coull | Asset Management Officer (Factoring)
Aileen Duncan | Corporate Services Officer (Finance)
Nicola Gilbert | Corporate Services Administrator
Lee Groundwater | HM Modern Apprentice
Sandy Hughes | Corporate Services Assistant
Fiona Jordan | Corporate Services Assistant
Alistair Kennedy | Asset Management Officer (Property)
Lindsay Kennedy | Corporate Services Officer (Finance)
Jenny MacKay | Corporate Services Co-ordinator
David MacLaren | Housing Officer
Christine Morrison | Senior Finance Officer
Brian Pearson | Housing Services Co-ordinator
Brenda Sandison | Works Planner
Siobhan Toal | Business Admin Modern Apprentice
Lisa Vickers | Assistant Works Planner
Fiona Whitehead | Business Admin Modern Apprentice

Sponsorship

McIntyre &
Company

Bruce Stevenson

lamontdesign

SAFEHANDS
Health & Safety Consultants Ltd

Safehands Ltd.

Brig Environmental

J Disher Floor
Cover. Ltd

Campbell Homes

Docherty
Consulting Limited

S&K
Macdonald
Homes Ben Nevis Motors

Auditors | Alexander Sloan, Glasgow
Bankers | Clydesdale Bank, Fort William
Financial Advisor | David Smith, Oban
Lenders | Royal Bank of Scotland, Nationwide
Building Society, Charities Aid Foundation Bank,
Triodos Bank, Social Investment Scotland, Unity Trust Bank, Allia

Housing
Regeneration
Consultants Ltd

Travis Perkins

Member of the following organisations:
Employers in Voluntary Housing
Scottish Federation of Housing Associations
Tenant Participation Advisory Service Scotland

Unity Trust Bank

Highlands Small
Community Housing
Trust

Thursday

10am – 5pm

Friday

9am – 5pm

Emergency Repairs Number: 01397 702530 – Outwith Office Hours

Lochaber Housing
101 High Street
Fort William PH33 6DG
Tel: 01397 702530
Fax: 01397 704141
Email: info@lochaberhousing.org.uk
www.lochaberhousing.org.uk
Registered as a Society under the Co-operative
and Community Benefits Act 2014
Registered Social Landlord No 151
Financial Services Authority Reg no: 2289RS
Scottish Charity no SC030951

LHA Property Services CIC
Registration no. 365453

Lochaber Care & Repair Ltd
Registration no. 038727

